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Gordon's steamers were found awaiting him. Here, however,
Wilson, who had succeeded Stewart on the latter being wounded,
had to spend four days in clearing up the situation and preparing
the steamers for their return voyage, and this delay was enough
to decide Gordon's fate. When, on October 28, Wilson arrived
off the city, he found that it had fallen two days before,
and its gallant commandant was dead ; he himself only escaped
from the Mahdists with the loss of both his vessels and thanks
to the opportune arrival of a rescue ship from Metemmeh.
On his return to the main column he found the command had
been taken over by Buller, who decided that no object was to
be served by longer delay in his somewhat precarious position,
and led the desert column back to Korti unmolested.
The fortunes of the column under Earle had been less
chequered but equally indecisive. Leaving Korti mo weeks
later than Stewart, it made its laborious way up the swift-
flowing river and over swirling and perilous cataracts to within
fifty miles of Abu Hamed, where the enemy were met in posi-
tion at Kirbekan. Their left flank was enveloped and they were
soundly beaten ; but the column had not reached Abu Hamed
before orders recalling it arrived, and by mid-March Woiseley
had his whole army once more under his own hand at Korti.
Despite the failure to achieve what had ostensibly been the
only object of the expedition, the Government still did not
despair of regaining what had been lost and crushing the
Mahdi in an autumn campaign. A strong force of 13,000 men
under Graham, including an Indian brigade and a contingent
from Australia—the first time Colonial troops had been sent
overseas to take part in a British expedition—was sent to
Suakin to cover the construction of a railway thence to Berber,
which had been chosen as the base for our futurie operations.
Graham was ready to move in March, defeated his ofd enemy,
Osman Digna, at Hashin, and returning to Suakin sent out a
column to establish posts to cover the progress of the railway.
This force was surprised at Tofrek, but succeeded in rallying
and beating off the Arabs, who henceforward made no attempt
to interfere with our construction. The enterprise thus
fortunately begun was, however, broken off late in May when
the British Government, in full accord with the men on the
spot, decided to abstain from any further offensive against the
Mahdi, and withdrew its troops from the Sudan. Before the
end of the summer of 1885 the first phase of the Sudan cam-
paigns had ended with the reduction of Graham's army to a
weak garrison at Suakin, and the retirement of our troops in
the Nile valley to the vicinity of Assuan.
3. The Reconquest of the Sudan, 2896-1899.—Eleven years

